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RHIC Store Intensities
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Current STAR Projections

Many things, in particular weather related, can occur over the next three weeks which could impact 
the progress of the run. At this point it appears likely that the data set goal will be reached ~ 2nd to
4th of September. Please recall the ~ 4 days of CeC running as well as 7.7 GeV commissioning time is  
included in the run program.

Current “Good” Event total is 134 Million
134/160 ~ 84 % of Goal



A Long range Forecast for coming weeks

In general the weather ahead of us looks cooler, with fewer thunder storms, than the weather we’ve 
already experienced.

We’ve already seen the worst we’ll experience in terms of Temperature and humidity.
Only one Thunderstorm forecast for the next few weeks

August



Time to settle on the end date for Cryo Operation for RHIC Run 2020
Estimate for date when STAR Data set goal gets reached:

- 26 Mevts left to reach goal
- At 1.7 Mevts/day average this means 15.3 days ->> Sept 2nd (Tues.)
- At 1.6 Mevts/day average this means 16.3 days ->> Sept 3rd (Wed.)

The average rate since coming back online June 18th is 1.5 Mevts/day. With the worst
of the weather behind us, the optimizing of operations, and the 10% recent increase 
in rate, I’m confident we can reach the goal no later than Sept. 3rd. As a proposal, we 
could decide that 9.2 GeV operations end no later than at 8 am Sept. 3rd 

An incentive to cease 9.2 GeV running no later than the morning of Sept. 3rd is to get
through the staff intensive portion of the LEReC plan prior to Labor day Weekend, and 
then run with 7.7 GeV collisions through the long weekend. 



LEReC tests and running at 3.85GeV:
Does not include any RHIC machine development with ions if needed.
Day 1:                           Thursday Sept. 3rd ?
DAY shift, 8am-4pm:

1.) access to IP4 to tune 9MHz RF: 6 hours
2.) access to IP2 to exchange Gun HVPS (install new inverter #1): 1-2 hour
3.) after IP2 access, 10am: establish e-beam operation at 1.6MeV, check e-beam optics in cooling sections

EVE shift, 4pm-12am (ions in RHIC should be ready for this shift)
4.) finish e-beam work, LLRF for electrons first, then tuning and sync of electron/ions at new energy
5.) check cooling with ions if ready

Owl shift, 12am-8am (ions in RHIC must be available, otherwise no shift)
6.) cooling optimization of ions

Day 2: Friday Sept. 4th ?
DAY shift:

7.) access to IP2 to exchange Gun HVPS (install new inverter #2): 1-2 hour
8.) switch to new HVPS controller: 1-2 hours
9.) Check Gun operation with new controller: 2 hours

10.) Establish and check performance at high-current running
11.) Access to IP2 to exchange Gun HVPS (install new inverter #3): 1-2 hour

EVE shift, 4pm-12am
12.) optimize cooling of ions (cooling/heating studies)

Owl shift, 12am-8am
13.) cooling of ions with detectors ON (full stores)             STAR Online and taking data

Day 3: Saturday Sept. 5th ? STAR taking data
DAY shift, 8am-4pm:

14.) optimize cooling of ions, if needed
15.) optimize ions lifetime and luminosity with cooling

EVE, OWL shift: Physics running with cooling
Day 4,5,6 (possibly more if needed by STAR)   Sun., Mon,  STAR taking data



Proposed End Game

From Tuesday morning, Sept. 8th, through 8 am Monday Sept. 14th:
- Further 7.7 GeV studies/optimizations
- CeC dedicated running
- 2.5 GeV commissioning  (STAR Online?)
- Cold diode testing
- ???

Cryo Operations end at 8 am on Monday, September 14th. RHIC Run 2020 Ends.

The Cryo plant would have been operating for 41 weeks if we end on Sept. 14th. 

9.2 GeV Physics running LEReC Setup/Test

7.7 GeV Physics

END



AOB



2020 2021 2022
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A brief summary from the Schedule meeting

View of the next 22 months

2021 Run (24 Cryo wks) 2022 Run (16 wks)

A few key outcomes from the Scheduling meeting that was held on July 22nd:

- The consensus from the meeting was that the upcoming shutdown (aka SD1) should 

have a duration of 4 months, extending from Oct. 1st to Feb. 1st

- Run 2020 should end as soon as all 2020 program goals are met. An end earlier than 

Oct. 1st would add time to the SD1 duration.

- The effort that will likely determine the duration of SD2 is the Cryo Controls upgrade.

- LEReC needs an estimated one week, after cold, to commission the 1.4 GHz cavity.

- CeC plans to request 2 weeks of dedicated time in the 2021 run.

- The upcoming PAC mtg in early September may cast some light on the length of the 

2021 run.

- There is ongoing discussion of the time needed for the SD2 Cryo effort.

SD1 SD2



Calendars as a possible aid for discussion 
2020

2022


